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MESSAGE FROM THE
PRESIDENT ...

""~~
Happy New Year! .I hope the holiday season was good for all of you,
and your hounds received everything they asked for. I am very
optimistic 1993 will be a very good year for this organization . It's
nice to hear comments from spectators regarding good sportsmanship in
the show ring by the Wolfhound people . As most of us know it's not
always that way with other breeds . This type of action by members of
this club can only strengthen the club.
March 14th is the St . Patrick ' s Day parade and I hope a large entry
of the "Big Hounds" will make the march . The hounds draw a lot of
attention and must be quite a crowd pleaser as our club is an awards
winning group at this function. If you want to feel like a winner,
bring a wolfie or two and march in the parade , Call Carol Gabriel at
(415 ) B92-5412 for details .
May 15th is the tentative date for the AKC sanctioned "B" Match to
be held at the Sousa's . This is always a fun event with a lot of young
IWs, good food and a chance to see a lot of members we don't see at
other events. If you have never been to our Spring Match do yourself a
favor and attend . I can almost guarantee you will come again the next
year .
In the last issue of the Bugle I touched on the new AKC Canine Good
Citizen test. The test is outlined in this month's Bugle. If you are
interested in putting a CGC title at the end of your dog's name, this
may be for you . If you' re interested, please call Robin Burchett at
(510) 689-9765 .
The last thing I want to talk about in regard to things you can do
with your dog· is Open Field Coursing . The governing body for this is
the National Open Field Coursing Association (NDFCA) . In this "sport"
your hound is judged by his skill in chasing and trying to catch a
jack rabbit, Three hounds are blanketed in either yellow, pink or blue
and become the hunters . The gallery and hunters start across the field
till a jack rabbit is scared up . When the hunters are sighted on the
rabbit the Huntmaster yells "Talley Ho" and the hounds are released ,
The hounds run until the rabbit is caught or gets away . The hounds are
recovered and become part of the gallery and three new hunters try
their skill , Determining which dogs run together is decideed by lot.
Each dog entered gets to run at least one time and points are awarded
on how well he runs the rabbit . It takes 1 DO points to obtain a
championship in this activity and the Irish Wolfhound does not have to
kill a rabbit to obtain a title.
I know some IW owners are reluctant to participate in these hunts
as they feel it is easy for their hounds to be injured due to terrain,
barbed wire, etc . I have been on three "rare breed" hunts and to the
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President ' s message cont'd-

best of my knowledge no dogs , IW or any other breeds were injured. The
hunts I attended were held near Woodland in harvested rice fields so
there was little-to-no barbed wire to contend with . The fields were
miles away from heavily traveled roads and much safer than places I
have exercised my dogs . All in all I would consider this a pretty safe
"sport". For you it may be a different story . Hunts are run in any type
of wea.ther except fog. Hunts may go from dawn to dusk or be over by
noon depending on the availability of jack rabbits . During the hunt you
are walking constantly . Terrain may be dry, muddy or under water . Is it
worth it? You bet it is. This is an activity the wolfies really love.
Almost all of them will run, some farther than others but when they
return - whether they ran a mile chasing the rabbit or 1DO yards then
found something else to do - they all have the same satisfied look when
they return. This was a time they were able to do anything they wanted
with no one telling them what they could or couldn't do and they had
fun. NOFCA will start holding 11 rare breed" hunts next October . I 1 ll
keep everyone informed .
Again, keep March 14th and May 15th open and I'll see you then.

,/
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PLEASE NOTE:

/
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THE NEXT MEETING OF THE NORTHERN CALIFORNIA
IRISH WOLFHOUND CLUB WILL BE ON SATURDAY,
MAY 8, 1993 AFTER THE I.W. JUDGING AT THE
MENSONA KENNEL CLUB SHOW AT THE EL RANCHO
TROPICANA HOTEL COFFEE SHOP ON SANTA ROSA
AVE
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l'SOR'l.1-IERN CALIFORNIA IRISH \JOLFHOUND CLUB
CLUB J\-'IEETING - FEBRUARY 14, 1993

The meeting was called to order at 11:35 AM. by President Chuck Stockham at the Rodeway Inn in San Jose,
CA. Present were: Larry & Penny Worel, Russ Greene,
Ken & Carol Gabriel, Karen Corriea, Chuck & Arline
Stockham, Robin & Terry Burchett, Linda Shaw-Fairbanks,
Dave & Arny Lyons, John & Belle Hays, Scotia Brosnan,
Maria Grotano, Lynne Stuart, Marilyn Shaw, Suzanne
Mccombs and Janet & Linda Souza. It was MSP to accept
the Minutes of the previous meeting as printed in the
Bugle.
Secretary's Report - It was MSP to accept the following
new applicants into the Club: Peter & Stephanie Brown.
Correspondence shared from Contra Costa County Kennel
Club regarding their 50th show-giving year and from the
AKC regarding Hurricane Andrew canine victims still in
need of financial help, etc.
Treasurer's Report - John Hays reported our balance at
$2,514.82 with all bills paid. He extended his deepest
gratitude to Kathy Smith for collecting $1,755.00 (so
far)in her drive for trophy revenue for our Club. Kathy
has outstanding fund-raising abilities for which this
Club will be forever greatful.
1993 Specialty - Robin Burchett, Show Chairman, submitted the following information and committees:
Date: Saturday, September 18, 1993
Place: Sonoma-Marin Fairgrounds, Petaluma, CA
Hotel: Quality Inn, Petaluma Dinner: Cattleman's
Specialty Lunch: BBQ by Ron & Joan Trifeletti (yummy!)
Photographer: Ken Corriea, Winning Images (2 week delv.)
Grounds: Terry Burchett, Ken Gabriel, Chuck Stockham
Ring Stewards: Penny & Larry Worel
Catalog Advertising: Linda Souza
Trophies & Ribbons: Greg Shaw
Veterinarian: Sonoma County Emergency Vet Clinic
Decor: Belle Hays
Specialty Dinner: Suzanne Mccombs
Hospitality: Agnes Curtis (donuts & coffee)
Judges Transportation: Larry Worel
Nominating Committee - The nominating corrmittee presented the following slate for the 1993/94 Club year:
President - Chuck Stockham
Vice-President - Marilyn Shaw
Secretary - Carol Gabriel
Treasurer - John Hays
Board Members: Jackie Barnett,Terry Burchett,Jenny Clark
Returning board members: Linda Shaw-Fairbanks and Maria
Grotano.
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New Business - It was suggested that we compa.re pricing
between Ace Mathews and MBF to be sure we are getting a
fair contract from our specialty superintendent .

!

•

The Irish Terrier Club sent NCIWC a letter suggesting
that the Irish breeds march as a group in the St.
Patrick's Day Parade in S.F. It was MSP that the IW's
continue to march on their own and that the Irish
Terrier Club be notified by the Secretary.
Chuck Stockham brought the guidelines for putting on
a Canine Good Citizenship Test. They will be printed
in the Bugle and any interested members will be asked
to respond.
The Club chose to hold the spring fun match at the
home of the Souzas on Saturday, May 15, 1993 in spite
of the Del Monte Kennel Slub Show being held the same
day.
Janet Souza asked for volunteers to take over as
educational coordinator for the NCIWC. This is a
position that the AKC wants each club to have so they
can send infonnation regarding education that can
be shared with the local schools, etc.
The meeting was adjourned at 12:10 P.M.
Respectfully sul:mitted,
Linda Souza - Secretary, NCIWC

*****************************************************
FRED BASSET/ Alex Graham
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T. PALOMAR K.C.
Judge: Leopold Borrello
BDB,BOW,WD: KAELYN BEAU SHAW OF LIMERICK - Shaw-Fairbanks
BOS, WB : FITZARREN BIENJDLIE JC - Temple
RWD: QUAIL 'S RUN PAPA BEAR - Messinger/Stephenson
RWB: KAELYN'S JAMBOREE OF LIMERICK - Smith
K.C. OF PALM SPRINGS
JUDGE: Mrs. Mary M. E. Keast

January 10, 1993
8/5/2-3

BOB: CH. PERN PROVIDENCE - Cromer
BOS: CH. PDWERSCOURT VALENTINE FLASH - Powers
BDW,WB: DESTINY LARGO D'LADD - Demars/McComb
WD: KAELYN BEAU SHAW OF LIMERICK - Shaw-Fairbanks
* * * Finished Championship * * *
RWD: CARRDY DEVLIN OF CASTLEMAINE - Cowen/Rosebrock
RWB: PERN PRALINE LDCHBAY CITADEL - Randall/Cromer
UMPQUA K.C.
Judge: Nancy Aiken

January 31, 1993
3/2/1-1

BOB: CH. KNIGHTWIND'S BLACK MAGIC - Stockham
BOS: CH. HOMESTEAD CHEERS TD LILLUTH - Otto
BOW,WB: MISTY ISLE TULARA D'GWINN DEL - Griffin
WO: GWINN DEL'S GLE 1 MHOR FADLAN - Griffin/Webb
RWD: GWINN DEL'S GLE'MHOR FINNEGAN - Griffin/Webb
RWB: LADY CALECHE OF APPLEARBOR - Peterson/Luba
GOLDEN GATE K.C.
Judge: Mrs. Helen Lee James

February 6-7,1993
2/6/7-5

BOB: CH. KNIGHTWIND'S BLACK MAGIC - Stockham
BOS: CH. ARD RD CACH'S DIX! WINDWALKER - Corriea
BOW,WO: THE DRUID OF CASTLEMAINE - Shaw
WB : FLEETWINO CHAMPAGNE - Rosebrock/Fleetwind Knls
RWB: GABRIEL'S BRYNA - Gabriel
RWO: GABRIEL'S CUCHULAIN - Gabriel

Shows cont'd:
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SANTA CLARA VALLEY K.C.
Judge : Nancy Aiken

February 14 ,1 993
6/13/3-3

BOB : CH . TORY KELLCASTLE SUMPIN' SPEC,' L - Burchett
BOS : CH . KNIGHTWIND'S BLACK MAGIC - Stockham
BOW , WD : FLEETWIND SUNDANCE - Fleetwind Knls
WB : APPLEARBOR KINDRA - Luba
RWB : GLEN ELLEN SHEENA OF TARA HTS - Curtis
RWD : THE DRUID OF CASTLEMAINE - Shaw

CH . SIDHE CLOOTY GILLA MACHREE (Richard and Yvonne Heskett) followed
her Best of Breed win at San Mateo KC on November 29, 1992, with a
GROUP II under Judge Dr . William Houpt .

rlrl~~rlrlrl
National Open Field Coursing Association (NOFCA) Trials
December 26, 1992 - Woodland , CA
Judge : Merril Woolf
Entry : 8 Irish Wolfhounds
1)Barra Gwynn C' est Mai Germont (Gerry Aiken)
2)Barra Gwynn C'est Mai Clancy (Clancy Lee)
3)Ch. Kellcastle Sumpin' Sweet, CGC, LCM II (Bayreen Burchett)
4)Ch . Knightwind's Autumn Magic (Autumn Stockham)
5)Pern Praline Lochbay Citadel (Praline Randall)

January 23, 1993 - Woodland , CA
Judge : Kathleen Hinds
Entry : 11 Irish Wolfhounds
1)Barra Gwynn C'est Mai Germont (Gerry Aiken)
2)Ch . Knightwind's Autumn Magic (Autumn Stockham)
3)Sunstag Paddy Pauz, FCH (Paddy Aiken)
4)Ch. Knightwind's Black Magic (Magic Stockham)
5)Barra Gwynn C'est Mai Chpnverse (Verse Aiken)
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AKC CANil\E GOOD CITIZEN TEST

The purpose of this test is to demonstrate that the dog, as a companion
of man, can be a respected member of the community, and can be trained
and conditioned to behave in the home, in public places and in the
presence of other dogs in a creditable manner. The Canine Good Citizen
Test is not a competitive program, but rather a program of
certification to identify and recognize officially those dogs that
possess the attributes that enable them to serve effectively as
personal companions and as members in good standing with the community.
Any AKC Club of record or any other qualified dog training organization
may hold a Canine Good Citizen Test. The Evaluator may be any person
experienced in working with and training dogs in obedience, for shows
or for the field. Before passing a dog, the Evaluator should consider:
1)Would you like to own this dog?
2)Would this dog be safe with children?
3) Would you welcome this dog as a neighbor?
4)Does this dog make its owner happy without making someone else
unhappy?
Qualifying
In order to qualify for the Canine Good Citizen award a dog must pass
each of ten test categories. The dog need only pass this test once in
order to receive a CDC certificate.
Disqualifying
Any dog that eliminates during testing must be marked failed.
Any dog which growls, snaps, bites, attacks or attempts to attack any
person or another dog shall be dismissed from the Test.
Any handler who displays unsportsmanlike conduct or who is seen to
kick, strike or otherwise roughly manhandle a dog at any time during a
test shall be dismissed from the Test.

The Tests
All tests are performed on leash. The dogs should wear well-fitting
buckle or slip collars of either leather, fabric or chain. "Pinch" or
"spike" collars are not acceptable . The lead should be either leather
or fabric.
1-Appearance & Grooming
The dog must be clean and groomed, in healthy condition and up to
weight. The owner must present current rabies and locally required
certificates. The Evaluator will comb or brush the dog lightly, examine
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the ears and pick up each front foot to show the dog's willingness to
permit grooming from a stranger or handling by a veteri nar ian .
2-Accepting a Str anger
To show that a stranger can approach t he handler and dog in a natural
everyday situation , the Evaluator will walk up to and greet t he handler
in a friendly way , shake hands and exchange pleasantries . The dog must
show no sign of resentment or shyness nor try t o go to the Evaluator .
3- Walk on a Loose Lead - Out For a Walk
This demonstrates that the handler is in control . The dog walks on the
left side of the handler but need not be in the "heel position" . The
dog's attention should be on the handler and respond to movements and
changes of direction . The Evaluator will require left, right and about
turns , with halts in between and at the end.
4-Walk Through a Crowd
Dog and handler walk around and close to several people (at least 3) to
show that the dog behaves and is under control in public places . The
dog may show interest in the people but must continue walking and must
not strain at the leash .
5- Sit for Exam
With the dog sitting at the handler ' s left side , the Evaluator
approaches and pets the dog on the head and body to show that the dog
will permit petting from a stranger .
6-Sit & Down on Command
This demonstrates that the dog has had some formal training and will
respond to the handler ' s commands . The handler may take a reasonable
amount of time and use more than one command but may not use f orce .
7-Stay in Position
The dog must stay in the sit or the down while the handler drops the
leash and walks 20 feet forward , turns and returns to the dog . It must
stay until released , showing its ability to obey commands .
8-Reaction to Another Dog
Two handlers and their dogs approach each ot her from a distance of
about ten yards, stop, shake hands and exchange pleasantries , and then
continue on for about five yards . The dogs should show no more than
casual interest . Neither should go to the other dog or handler .
9-Reaction to Distractions
To demonstrate that the

dog

will

hold

steady

under

distracting

c~~ditions,

the Evaluator will select two of the following:
a)Sudden closing or opening of a door.
b)Dropping a large book, no closer than 10 feet, behind the dog.
c)A jogger running in front of the dog.
d)Dog and handler passing within 10 feet of persons having
pushing, shoving, animated but good-natured encounter.
e)A person pushing a shopping cart approaching from front or rear
and passing about 6 feet to the side of the dog.
f)A person on · a bicycle approaching from the front or rear,
passing about 6 feet to the side of the dog.
The dog may express natural interest and curiosity, may startle but
should not panic, try to run away, show aggressiveness or bark.
10-Dog Left Alone
The handler will fasten the dog to a fifteen-foot line and go to a
place out of sight of the dog for 5 minutes. The dog should not bark,
whine, howl or pace unnecessarily or register anything other than mild
agitation or nervousness,
Robin Burchett has generously offered to be the Club's spokesperson for
AKC Canine Good Citizen Test matters. She will have information about
testing nvailability and will answer any questions you may have.
~~~-~~
Congratulations to another canine good citizen who has just checked in.

Duocan, aka Ch. Bailebrae The Master Murough,CGC,TDI - Lynne Stuart
Duncan not only passed the AKC Canine Good Citizen test but also "had
Therapy Dogs International modifications on June 13, 1992 ••• he is a
~ favorite when he visits children and the elderly." Well done,
Duncan. Lynne has kindly offered to answer any questions about therapy
dogs and TOI.
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If You Lose A Pet - A Check List
1)Identification beforehand
Rabies, vet . clinic or owner's name tag on a collar .
Tattoo
Microchip implant.
2)Description
Have a recent photograph.
Be prepared to provide breed, color, age, weight, distinguishing
marks (docked tail, ear type, spots) information .
3)Check the Neighborhood
Especially talk to children in the area.
Post pictures on trees and poles in the area.
4)Contact
Veterinary clinics and hospitals (post notices in their offices)
Police
Animal shelters (check them personally every 3 days)
Local commercial Dog Kennels
5)If the dog is purebred notify appropriate breed club,
B)Place an ad in all appropriate newspapers ASAP.
Check newspaper 'lost and found' ads daily.

Localing Pels • PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT

•,

"In the interests of reuniting confused pets and woebegone masters,
the American Humane Association and Sprint have a new Lost/Found Pet
Hotline .
"If you find an animal, you call an BOO number (BOO-755-8111 ) and
use touch-tone technology to enter your 1 phone number, address and a
description of the animal, including type, weight, age, sex, color and
tail length and shape . This information is stored in a computer that
matches it with information provided by owners looking for lost pets .
The loser uses a 900 number ( 900-535-1515) to enter the particulars
for the missing pet .
"The 900 number will cost the caller $1 , 95 per minute . It will
usually take about four minutes to register a lost- dog report ; status
check callbacks will take about a minute ,
"A portion of the 900 number profits will pay for the 800 number ;
another portion will be donated to the American Humane Association . "
- S. F. Chronicle
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The Unhappy Dog
How often have we seen dogs who are left alone in the yard all day,
and then sleep in the garage all night, with only occasional times
spent in the house with people? Unfortunately for the dogs, many dog
owners feel this is an adequate life for a pet. Unfortunately for the
owner, this lifestyle leads to many dog behavior problems stemming from
just plain boredom and loneliness.
Barking, digging to release frustration, trying to escape, chewing
- garden furniture, hoses, plants, anything within reach - and self
mutilation are all forms of behavior problems devised to relieve to
boredom and loneliness. These habits once learned are very hard to
break.
Dogs are pack animals and should not be endlessly isolated. They
need to be part of the family and family activities. They should be
trained and rewarded for good behavior. Most of all they should be
loved.
- Kyra's Dog Book

BIZARRO/By Piraro
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Pet Peeves
Divorcing couples have always fought custody battles, but now
the bickering includes household pets .
A Glendale attorney recently represented a husband in a _particularly
nasty case involving a poC3dle . "Both parties loved Dee Gee , and both
wanted custody ," says the attorney , whose client lost after the judge
determined that the wife would suffer gr eater psychol ogical damage from
the separation . The client was only granted visitation rights but still
ended up pleased : his ex-wife showed up at a deposition with a bandaged
hand because the dog had bitten her .
"Everything that happens with kids happens with pets ," says
Caroline Rose, owner of EE Ranch Boarding Kennels in Woodland Hills,
the site of some visitations . In several instances , the couples have
attempted to "dognap" a pet in her care.
And just like children, Rose adds,
the animals often suffer from a divorce .
"They pick up the discord," she says .
"T hey get depressed ." Pet depression is
one reason why a Los Angeles Superior
Court family law judge - who wishes not
to be named - takes his canine custody
cases so seriously . "Animals are much
more sensitive than people give them
credit for ," says the judge, who keeps,:,..,.,.,.
pictures of his three dogs on his desk .
"They are important to people . I '--_._..._.....
understand that ."
- California Lawyer - 2/93
~··

Anaphylactic Shock
Anaphylactic shock is an allergic reaction to a drug , a vaccine or an
insect bite or sting . Generalized reactions, which happen within
minutes of exposure, include weakness, difficulty breathing , choking,
collapse and convulsions . Localized reactions , which happen within two
hours of exposure, include local tissue swelling , itchiness , redness ,
hives or oral ulcers if stung in the mouth.
In case of anaphylactic shock , contact your veterinarian immediately .
Treatment will consist of adrenalin, antihistamines and fluid therapy
if the dog is in shock . A tracheotomy or throat tube may be necessary
if the throat swells shut .
-The Hound Healthbook in Dog World
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Bits and Pieces - from Dog Wor ld
Inbreeding is mating between closely related dogs such as brother
and sister , mother and son . Interbreeding is mating between purebreds of different breeds .

ri
Diet food specially' formulated for weight loss is better than feeding
a dog less of its regular food . Three to four small meals a day use
more energy to digest the food and reduces hunger pangs .

,ff
The onset of Lyme disease-caused l ameness in dogs occurs two to five
months after tick exposure.

rl
A mild and soothing shampoo for sensitive dog skins is Murphy's Oil
Soap . Another mild shampoo that will deter fleas for up to a week
is Dr. Bronner's Eucalyptus Pure Castile Soap .

rl
A reminder that the 24-hour Illinois College of Veterinary Medicine
Poison Control Center hotline is (BOD) 548-2423 .

ri
Breed clubs cannot intervene in private contracts between buyers and
sellers of dogs . Unless amicably settled , these disputes must be
handled in small claims court.
Breed clubs lack the power to enrorce their own codes of ethics . Truly
dedicated fanciers believe their members want to set a high standard
for ethical conduct , and usually each club's code of ethics specifies
principles important to breed protection and humane care .

rl
It is becoming increasingly difficult for kennel clubs to find adequate
facilities to hold a dog show . Because of prohibitive costs , mounting
restrictions and just plain dog-bashing , many clubs are having a hard
time acquiring suitable show space , necessitating "clustering" with
other clubs or abandoning show dates altogether .
It is estimated that a two-show weekend can mean around $250 , 000 in
revenue for a community through hotels and motels , food & restaurants,
automobile service , vendors and miscellaneous shopping . In some cases ,
clubs have abused the privilege of using facilities , but on the whole
they ar e considerate and should encourage their members and show
attendees to empl oy the utmost care in housekeeping and personal
decorum to help ensure the future use of good show facilities . It
takes only one negative incidence for "outsiders" to turn against
dogdom. Irresponsi ble exhibitors should be dealt with harshly . A decent
social image will deny innkeepers and landlords the excuse to keep dog
shows away from their facilities .
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The Puppy That Ate The Living Room
D.L.Stewart
For several months , I have been fighting the good fight against
getting a puppy. It's a lonely battle. Every time my wife sees a puppy
on a television commercial she gets that look on her face . She doesn 't
say anything, but she really doesn 't have to . I recognize that look .
It 's the same one my first wife used to get whenever she saw a baby on
a television commercial . That's how I wound up with 16 years of college
tuition payments . The 15-year-old nags daily for a puppy . If we get
a puppy, he swears, he will sell his guitar, give away his mountain
bike and devote every waking moment to its care and feeding .
So when an old friend calls to say he is driving into town and needs
a place to leave his new puppy while he runs some errands , it seems
like a perfect opportunity for a trial run.
"Drop him off , 11 I say . "My family will be thrilled ."
The next day, my friend and his puppy arrive. They are approximately
the same size . The major difference between them is that my friend is
not slobbering on the storm door .
"I thought you said ' puppy ', not ' pony '," I say , opening the door in
mid-slobber. "He's only 9 weeks old," my friend replies. "He's part St.
Bernard." "What," I ask, " is the other part , Clydesdale?"
The puppy thunders into the house , his ears flapping , his tail
wagging and his feet crushing small pieces of furniture .
"I brought some toys for him to play with , 11 my friend says,
producing a truck tire and a rawhide bone apparently taken from a
rawhide brontosaurus. He tosses them into the middle of the room. The
puppy steps over them, heads for the coffee table and sinks his teeth
into it. "I think he ' s teething , " my friend guesses . "Either that or
you've bought the world's largest beaver ," I offer .
My friend takes off to r un his errands and for the next half hour
the puppy explores his new surroundings. I follow him. The instant one
of his hind legs lifts, I am going to grab him and shove him outside.
On our second trip through the kitchen , I discover that the puppy
has not yet mastered the art of leg-lifting . He is s till at the age of
bending his knees a little and smiling . Three smiles later, the 15year-old comes home from school .
"Look what we have, 11 I say . "Cool, 11 he says , scratching the puppy
once behind the ear· before he grabs his guitar , races out the back door
and rides off on his mountain bike.
While I mop the kitchen, the puppy discovers t hat we own a cat. He
lumbers toward the couch where the cat 1 s asleep. The cat opens an eye
and sees a leaky dog coming at him and leaps off the couch - straight
up - l eaving the puppy barking at an empty couch.
An hour later , my wife arrives f rom work , sees the slobbering puppy,
the hissing cat atop the armoire, me on my knees mopping and the scene
of destruction. Who says there's no cure for puppy love?!
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Leaving the kennel idea behind
If travel is part of your holiday plans, and the idea
of boarding your pet leaves you cold, you have two options, taking him or leaving him at home. Here are
suggestions for both.
The "Pets R Permitted Hotel, Motel and Kennel Di·
rectory" lists more than 3,000 accommodations that
accept pets with their owners, plus listings for more
than 1,000 kennels. Available for $9.95 plus $2 postage
from Pets-R-Permitted, P.O. Box 3930-LD, Torrance
90510-3930.
An advantage to hiring a professional pet sitter is
that many of them will help your house retain a livein look- bringing in papers, opening and closing
draperies and turning on lights while keeping your
pet on a somewhat normal schedule. To find a bond·
ed, insured member of the National Association of
Pet Sitters in your area, call (919) 983-9222.

~
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